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concept alone, the Ancient and the civilized are worlds apart
What the Indian says, using any of the civilized languages builds
an expression that has logics at different grades that are comprehended
mentally at different levels. I have seen arguments by a couple where
the civilized is presenting a serious part to their relationship that
needs attention and must be corrected. The Indian breaks out in laughter
not because it does not love the other, but because the civilized word
arrangements has built an expression that does not have all the parts
and the missing parts makes the final expression funny and insulting.
The civilized mind on the other side which has rules for good and
bad use of the languageand demands the rules be used for a passing grade
in education. So, when a teacher has a young girl or boy in front of
the class, who appears to be bashfull and unable to learn correct use
of the language and is graded by this appearence, this Indian is not
bashfull but reluctant to quote the phrase as the Teacher demands it
because in many cases, it presents a very stupid expression in which the
Indian does not want his or her friends to laugh at them.
The civilized mind has no idea the mental torture this Indian is
going through.
We can now give the rule to being an Ancient Prophet. He or She is
a descendant of a tribe where the women rule or a Matriarch Society.
Is tnís Ancient Prophet subject to anyone else outside of the CREATOR,
GREAT SPIRIT?
YES!! but you're not going to like the answer.
Too begin, let us mention a Septuagìnt taken from the Indian Mounds
in this country that is 2000 years older then the civilized Septuagint
and not touched by modern trandlators, which both in the British Museum,
and we willestablish the Rule that all Ancients are the same because
the' original Old Bible was from the Ancients Isrealities who at present
are still in hiddíng

